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A B S T R A C T   

G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) are known to dimerize, but the molecular and structural basis of GPCR 
dimers is not well understood. In this study, we developed a computational framework to generate models of 
symmetric and asymmetric GPCR dimers using different monomer activation states and identified their most 
likely interfaces with molecular details. We chose the dopamine receptor D2 (D2R) homodimer as a case study 
because of its biological relevance and the availability of structural information. Our results showed that 
transmembrane domains 4 and 5 (TM4 and TM5) are mostly found at the dimer interface of the D2R dimer and 
that these interfaces have a subset of key residues that are mostly nonpolar from TM4 and TM5, which was in line 
with experimental studies. In addition, TM2 and TM3 appear to be relevant for D2R dimers. In some cases, the 
inactive configuration is unaffected by the partnered protomer, whereas in others, the active protomer adopts the 
properties of an inactive receptor. Additionally, the β-arrestin configuration displayed the properties of an active 
receptor in the absence of an agonist, suggesting that a switch to another meta-state during dimerization 
occurred. Our findings are consistent with the experimental data, and this method can be adapted to study 
heterodimers and potentially extended to include additional proteins such as G proteins or β-arrestins. In sum-
mary, this approach provides insight into the impact of the conformational status of partnered protomers on the 
overall quaternary GPCR macromolecular structure and dynamics.   

1. Introduction 

The G protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) family, the largest class of 
membrane receptors, targets more than 40% of the marketed pharma-
ceuticals [1]. Moreover, GPCRs mediate almost all (patho)physiological 
responses in humans [2,3]. Over the past few decades, it has been widely 
accepted that GPCRs increase their signaling repertoire by forming 
homo- or heterodimers, or even higher-order oligomers [4,5]. The 
physiological consequences of GPCR dimerization have been reported to 
modulate downstream signaling, trafficking, and regulation as well as 
the negative and positive cooperativity of ligand binding [6–8]. 
Dimerization can influence ligand recognition by modulating 

orthosteric and allosteric binding sites. It can also influence G 
protein-coupling and selectivity and may cause switching from G pro-
tein- to β-Arrestin-coupling [9]. Moreover, dimerization may lead to the 
formation of novel allosteric sites, resulting in different pharmacological 
properties [9]. 

Several GPCR dimers have been implicated in numerous pathological 
conditions, [6,10] including asthma, cardiac failure, preeclampsia, 
schizophrenia, and Parkinson’s disease (PD), [6,10,11] which have 
drawn special interest in elucidating the mechanism of dimerization and 
oligomerization, as well as in the development of drugs that are capable 
of targeting both monomers within the dimers, known as bivalent li-
gands [4,6,8,12,13]. 
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In general, for class A receptors, transmembrane helices (TM) 1, 4, 
and 5 possess the largest membrane-accessible areas and hence have 
been reported to be of most relevance for dimerization [14]. It has been 
reported that the common orientations in class A dimers derived from 
crystal structures are head-to-head TM1/2 and TM4/5 [14]. Since most 
crystallographic structures miss the N- and C-termini and long intra-
cellular loop (ICL) 3, these receptors and their possible roles cannot be 
clearly evaluated [15]. GPCR dimers have been shown to be possible in 
various in vitro studies. For instance, early studies by Guo et al. (2003, 
2005, 2008) used cysteine-crosslinking and mutagenesis experiments 
with substituted cysteine residues [16–18]. Using cysteines to determine 
interaction contacts between proteins is advantageous for GPCRs, as 
cysteines are conserved in most rhodopsin-like GPCRs [19]. Cysteine 
contains a highly reactive thiol group, and a disulfide bond can be 
formed between two that are in close proximity under oxidizing con-
ditions, which can only be reversed by reducing agents [20]. Further-
more, fluorescence/bioluminescence resonance energy transfer (FRET, 
BRET), time-resolved FRET strategies, and co-immunoprecipitation 
(Co-IP) have been increasingly successful in determining GPCR in-
terfaces among other methods [8,21,22]. 

While classical biochemical methods, such as Co-IP, rarely determine 
the existence of such dimers and often require the availability of highly 
selective antibodies, RET methods are able to monitor their active 
movement [8]. For example, a study by Wouters et al. used 
complementation-based NanoLuciferase® Binary Technology (Nano-
BiT® assay) to investigate the effect of antagonists on the formation of 
D2R-homodimers (D2long), focusing on the TM5-TM6-TM5-TM6 inter-
face [23]. Another recent study by Cheng et al. described a combina-
torial approach using experimental and computational methods to 
characterize the interface of Apelin receptor (APJ)/Nociceptin receptor 
1 (ORL1) and APJ/Vasopressin receptor 2 (V2R) dimers [22]. Chen and 
co-workers used a TM peptide containing a human immunodeficiency 
virus trans-acting transcriptional activator (HIV-TAT) protein trans-
duction motif, together with matrix-assisted laser desorption tandem 
time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MADLITOF-MS) and BRET to 
demonstrate the switches of the dimers from active to inactive states 
[22]. They reported that transitions would range from a TM1/TM2 
interface in the inactive state to an active TM5 interface [22]. From the 
obtained experimental information, they constructed atomic-resolution 
models. 

Despite the development of several strategies to investigate GPCR 
dimers and probe their functional importance, a lack of resolution re-
mains. While certain experimental approaches yield less-than-robust 
outcomes, computational calculations are demanding and time inten-
sive. As a result, we directed our efforts toward the development of an 
easy-to-implement computational approach for a well-studied example 
of a GPCR dimer, the D2R-homodimer, initially elucidated by Ng et al. in 
1996 and recognized as having pathological relevance [24]. 

The five dopamine receptors (D1R-D5R) mediate the essential func-
tions of dopamine and are highly promiscuous, forming homo- and 
heterodimers, as well as higher-order complexes that play a role in 
several neurological or neurodegenerative diseases [4,8,13,25–29]. By 
binding to different types of G proteins, the secondary messenger cAMP 
is stimulated or inhibited by dopamine receptors. D1R and D5R are 
coupled to Gαs and olf and are therefore classified as D1-like receptors, 
whereas D2R-D4R is coupled to Gαi/o and belongs to D2-like receptors 
[25,30,31]. In addition, D2R exists in two isoforms, D2long and D2short, 
generated by alternative splicing [32]. Dimerization phenomena with 
their family members have been documented for all five receptors 
(D1R-D3R [33], D1R-D2R [34], D2R-D3R [35], D3R-D3R [36], D2R-D5R 
[37], D4R-D4R [38]; additional combinations are reviewed in Schiedel 
et al. [8,23,39]). Increased formation of the D2R homodimer has been 
correlated with schizophrenia, chronic social defeat stress, and a sensi-
tized state after amphetamine exposure, which can cause psychosis [23, 
40,41]. 

Although DR dimers have been analyzed in vivo and in vitro and the 

targetability of the dimers has been shown experimentally, the struc-
tural details are not yet fully understood. The crystal structure of GPCRs 
is a useful and indispensable tool for drug design [42]. However, in silico 
studies of GPCR dimers are scarce [43–45], with the dimer interface and 
monomer conformational states being unexplored for most known GPCR 
dimers. 

Several studies by Guo et al. proposed a symmetrical interface of the 
D2R homodimer involving TM4 [16–18]. This hypothesis was further 
supported by the existence of an interface between TM4 and TM5 in the 
inactive inverse agonist-bound state, whereas in the active state, 
TM4-TM4 was shown to form the interface [17]. In addition, a different 
study by Guo et al. identified a second symmetrical interface of TM1 that 
is relevant for higher-order oligomerization and does not seem to un-
dergo major conformational changes upon ligand binding [18]. The 
authors showed that neither agonists (quinpirole and bromocriptine) 
nor antagonists (sulpiride and butaclamol) affected dimer formation and 
concluded that D2R exists as a constitutive dimer [16]. Similar conclu-
sions were drawn in a study by Armstrong and Strange, where radio-
ligand binding studies using Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells showed 
that the D2R homodimer has two identical and functional ligand-binding 
sites [46]. Moreover, receptor crosslinking, as observed by Guo et al., 
does not impair the inhibition of adenylate cyclase by dopamine 
[16–18]. Guo and coworkers concluded from their results that each of 
the D2R dimer subunits is, therefore, able to bind to a Gi protein [16]. 
Using the same experimental approach, a similar pattern was found for 
the metabotropic glutamate 2 receptor (mGlu2R) [47]. Both D2R and 
mGlu2R homodimers share similar inactive interfaces via TM4-TM5, 
while the active interface occurs via TM4 in D2R and via TM6 in 
mGlu2R [14]. Lee et al. studied the role of highly conserved cysteine 
residues in extracellular loops (ECL) 1 and 2 in D2R oligomerization 
[19]. These cysteine residues are conserved in most rhodopsin-like 
GPCRs [19]. Cys→Ala mutations in the extracellular loops were not 
significantly different between mutant and wild-type D2R. They also 
identified TM4 as the site of interaction in D2R dimerization, which 
supports the proposal of a symmetrical TM4-TM4 interface. Like the 
full-length receptor, D2R truncation mutants incorporating TM4 and 
TM5 (e.g., D2TM4-ICL3) or consisting of TM1-TM4 (D2AT-TM4) were 
able to form dimers. Truncated mutants lacking TM4 were identified as 
the monomers. To confirm this hypothesis, disruption of the helical 
structure of TM4 by the introduction of a proline residue in the trun-
cation mutant, composed only of the TM4 and TM5 domains, prevented 
the formation of dimers. This is important evidence but does not exclude 
the possible role of TM5 in the dimerization process [19]. Marsago et al. 
showed another possible homodimer interface involving TM1 and TM2, 
along with HX8 [48]. In addition to these interfaces, it has been widely 
reported that D2R can form heteromers through a TM4–TM5–TM4–TM5 
interface with other class A GPCRs such as A2AR and angiotensin 1 re-
ceptors (AT1R) [23]. However, such interfaces between homo- and 
heterodimers for the same GPCRs could be different [23]. More infor-
mation on dimerization can be found in the Supplementary Information. 

To date, the most biologically relevant interface for D2R homodimers 
remains unclear. It is also possible that the interface depends on the 
specific conformation (active or inactive) of the protomers. According to 
Cordomi et al., activation of a single monomer implies a symmetry 
change in the established interface [14]. This was shown by Guo et al., 
where upon ligand binding, the D2R homodimer interface moved from 
inactive TM4-TM5-TM4-TM5 toward an active TM4-TM4 interface [17]. 
Understanding the mechanism of action of D2R homodimer formation as 
well as the interactions formed upon dimerization is of great importance 
and may offer new insights into the pathophysiology of 
dopamine-related diseases. 

Hence, we delved into subsequent pivotal inquiries concerning 
interface composition and reorganization through examination of a 
prominent GPCR dimer illustration: (i) What conceivable configurations 
exist for the D2R homodimer?; (ii) Does the dimer configuration hinge 
on the activation state of monomers?; (iii) Do these configurations 
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exhibit physiological stability?; (iv) Which amino acids at the interface 
contribute to this process, along with their primary interactions?; (v) 
What specific structural and dynamic ramifications accompany dimer 
formation within the macroswitches and microswitches? We used pub-
lished structures of D2R in different conformational states: inactive 
(PDB-id:6CM4 [49]) and active (PDB-id:6VMS [50]). We successfully 
built several dimer models, studied them using molecular dynamics 
(MD) simulations, and performed a thorough structural analysis of the 
data. 

2. Material and Methods 

2.1. Homology modeling 

The receptors were modeled using the MODELLER package [51] as 
previously described [52]. As stated in Preto et al. an Alan linker was 
added to connect TM5 and TM6, which were modeled with an extended 
helical segment (beyond the membrane) up to the linker, making the 
intracellular extension of these helices similar to that observed in the 
crystal structure of the β2-adrenergic receptor (β2AR)-Gs complex 
(PDB-id: 3SN6 [53]) and therefore corresponds to the D2short isoform 
[52]. D2R was modeled in three different conformations. The D2R 
inactive (in) was based on the structure of the D2R bound to risperidone 
(PDB-id: 6CM4 [49]), whereas the D2R active (ac) (G protein-bound) 
was based on the D2R-G protein complex (PDB-id: 6VMS [50]). The 
D2R β-arrestin-bound conformation (ar) was modeled using the M2 
muscarinic acetylcholine receptor (M2R)-β-arrestin-complex (PDB-id: 
6U1N [54]) as a template. 

2.2. Dimer assembly protocol 

The Kaczor et al. [15,27] pipeline was used to construct the D2R 
homodimers. The protocol was applied for each configuration of the D2R 
homodimer: inactive-inactive (6CM4–6CM4/in-in), two configurations 
of the active-active (6VMS-6VMS/ac-ac and 6VMS-6VMS-B/ac-ac-B, as 
a result of consensus scoring), arrestin-arrestin (6U1N-6U1N/ar-ar), 
active-inactive (6VMS-6CM4/ac-in), inactive-arrestin (6CM4–6U1 
N/in-ar) and active-arrestin (6VMS-6U1N/ac-ar). 

2.3. Initial set of dimers 

The initial set of possible dimer interfaces (composed of 144 
conformational arrangements) was obtained by rotating one monomer 
around another in 30◦ steps. This task was performed using the Visual 
Molecular Dynamics (VMD) tcl script [55] provided by Kaczor et al. [15, 
27]. 

2.4. Protein-protein docking using Rosetta 

Protein-protein docking using Rosetta [56] was applied to obtain 10 
models per interface, resulting in a total of 1440 models. The docking 
was run in “refine only” mode to generate dimers compatible with 
membrane integration (as suggested by Kaczor et al.) [15,27]. Addi-
tionally, all 1440 models were analyzed using the InterfaceAnalyzer 
implemented by Rosetta [56]. 

2.5. Scoring parameters and scoring procedure 

In our study, we used scoring parameters similar to the default ones, 
as they were previously considered capable of reproducing interfaces 
from X-ray structure dimers [15]. We used the Rosetta interface score 
(I_sc), solvent-accessible area buried at the interface (dSASA, like 
interface area), free energy of binding (dG_ separated), energy of 
hydrogen bond interactions (hbond_E_fraction), and number of residues 
at the interface (nres_int). All scores were provided by InterfaceAnalyzer 
[56], except for the Rosetta Interface score (I_sc), which is a direct 

output of the protein-protein docking procedure [56]. The number of 
residues at the interface (nres_int) was additionally chosen, assuming 
that a relevant interface would have a higher number of stabilizing in-
teractions and that different combinations of conformations would 
likely involve a varying number of residues. 

Two methods of consensus scoring were used, as previously 
described [27]: (i) average scores of the 100 best-scored dimers con-
cerning each interface, and (ii) frequencies of the interfaces among the 
100 best-scoring dimers. Before consensus scoring, values were 
normalized between 0 and 1. These two scoring methods were chosen to 
avoid bias when using only one method, and the top-scoring model was 
found using both methods. Similar to Kaczor et al. [15], we set the most 
favorable value of a given scoring factor in the normalization process to 
1 and subsequently adjusted the other values. For dG_separated and 
hbond_E_fraction, negative values were considered favorable, whereas 
for dSASA and nres_int, positive values were considered favorable. For 
I_sc, Rosetta documentation considers values from − 5 to − 10 as a good 
interface score (https://www.rosettacommons.org/docs/latest/applicat 
ion_documentation/docking/dockinG protocol). To obtain the most 
favorable value for performing subsequent scoring, the mean of all 1440 
models with an I_sc within this range was calculated upon normaliza-
tion. Scores closest to 1 (range, 1.2, and 0.9) were selected for further 
evaluation. 

The best interface for each configuration of the D2R homodimer was 
selected based on the ranking of each parameter (the top three were 
considered). After determining the interface, all models (of the pool of 
1440 models) possessing this interface were ranked again. The top three 
models were considered for selection of the final model. These were 
submitted for a quality evaluation. 

2.6. Quality evaluation of the final dimer 

The chosen representative model for each configuration of the D2R 
homodimer was analyzed using PRODIGY-CRYSTAL, a machine- 
learning algorithm trained to distinguish between biologically relevant 
complexes and crystallization artifacts [57–59]. PRODIGY [59–61] was 
used to estimate the binding affinity, dissociation constant, and listing of 
interfacial residues. Finally, the predicted residues of PRODIGY- 
CRYSTAL and PRODIGY-PROTEIN were compared to define dimer in-
terfaces of the selected models. Selected dimers were inserted into a lipid 
bilayer system and subjected to MD simulations. To easily locate rele-
vant residues and important motifs and compare them to other GPCRs, 
residues were annotated using the Ballesteros and Weinstein nomen-
clature [62]. According to this nomenclature, the first digit identifies the 
TM helix and the second digit identifies the residue position in relation 
to the most conserved residues on each helix (assigned index number 
X.50). Subsequently, the number decreases towards the N-terminus and 
increases towards the C-terminus [62,63]. 

2.7. Molecular dynamics simulations 

2.7.1. Membrane orientation 
Protein orientation in the membrane was obtained using the OPM- 

PPM-server for every modeled dimer structure (https://opm.phar. 
umich.edu/ppm_server) [64]. 

2.7.2. System building 
The dimer structures (as well as the monomers to be used as controls) 

were inserted into a lipid bilayer membrane in a cubic simulation box 
hydrated with TIP3 waters and 0.15 M NaCl using CHARMM-GUI 
Membrane Builder (http://www.charmm-gui.org) [65–68]. Termini 
ACE (or ACP in the case of the D2R ac-monomer)/CT1 were used as caps 
at the N- and C-termini. Disulfide bonds were established between res-
idues 79/154 and 249/251 in the in-monomer and ar-monomer 
structures, respectively. As the template structure of the ac-monomer 
(6VMS) was found to be three amino acids shorter at the N-terminus, 
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their disulfide bonds involved residues 76/151 and 246/248. Palmi-
toylation of the last Cys residue (Cys293 for the in-monomer, ar-mo-
nomer, or Cys290 for the ac-monomer) was performed. The 
protonation state of the important Asp at position 2.50 was defined as 
follows: for the D2R in-monomer, it was charged (not protonated), 
whereas for the D2R ar-monomer (residue 52) and ac-monomer (res-
idue 49), it was set to neutral (protonated), as upon class A GPCR acti-
vation, protonation of Asp2.50 takes place due to dehydration and 
displacement of the Asp2.50-bound sodium ion [69–73]. Owing to the 
importance of water molecules for GPCR activation, [69] we also added 
pore water using protein geometry. A heterogeneous lipid bilayer was 
built around the dimer structures with POPC and cholesterol (CHL1) 
(ratio 9:1), with 240 lipids in each leaflet (for the monomers, 100 lipids 
per leaflet were chosen). The size of the x/y plane is based on the 
number of lipid components. The box was rectangular, and its hydration 
number was set to 100 (100 water molecules per lipid). The D2R 
ac-monomer (single and part of the dimer) also contains the 
co-crystallized ligand bromocriptine in the same orientation as the 
6VMS crystal structure (PDB-id:6VMS [50]). Consequently, the ac-ac 
dimer possesses two ligands, one per receptor. The ligand itself was 
parameterized using the CHARMM-GUI ligand reader and modeller 
[74], and added to the system while building CHARMM-GUI. 
CHARMM36m was selected as the force field [66]. The remaining op-
tions were set to their default values. 

2.7.3. Molecular dynamics parameters 
MD simulations were performed using GROMACS 2019.4 and the 

CHARMM36m force field [66,75–77]. The systems were simulated using 
the NPT (isothermal-isobaric) ensemble. To achieve and maintain the 
desired temperature (310 K), a v-rescale thermostat was used, with a 
coupling constant of 0.1 ps [78]. Pressure coupling was performed using 
a semi-isotropic Parrinello-Rahman barostat at 1 bar with a compress-
ibility of 4.5 × 10–5 bar–1 and a coupling constant of 1.0 ps [79,80]. 
Electrostatic interactions were computed with the particle-mesh Ewald 
(PME) method with a Fourier grid of 0.12 nm and a cut-off of 1.2 nm for 
direct contributions [81,82]. Lennard-Jones interactions were computed 
using a non-bonded neighbor pair list with a cut-off of 1.2 nm, enabling 
the use of the Verlet scheme [83]. Solute bonds were constrained using 
the Parallel LINear Constraint Solver, P-LINCS [84]. The steepest 
descent algorithm was used to minimize the initial energy of the system 
through a 50,000-step run [85]. The systems were then initialized for 25 
ns: five runs of 5 ns each with successively lower constraints for lipid 
heavy atoms and protein carbon alpha (1.000, 500, 100, 10, and 0 kJ 
nm–2 mol–1). Three replicates (500 ns long) were performed for each 
dimer configuration and monomer, and the initial 200 ns were discarded 
to ensure a good system equilibration. 

2.8. Analysis 

Plots were generated using GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Prism 
Version 8.1.0, GraphPad Software, San Diego, California, USA, www.gra 
phpad.com) and Gnuplot (Gnuplot Version 5.2, Williams, T., and Kelley, 
C., www.gnuplot.info). Residue-residue interactions were determined 
using GetContacts (https://getcontacts.github.io/interactions.html), 
and flare plots were created using gpcrviz.github.io/flareplot/?p =
create. All the remaining calculations were performed using in-house 
scripting. 

We focused our analyses on the transmembrane helices, loops, and 
structural motifs, including DRY (Asp3.49, Arg3.50, and Tyr3.51), CWxP 
(Cys6.47, Trp6.48, Leu6.49, and Pro6.50), ionic lock (Arg3.50 and Glu6.30), 
NPxxY (Asn7.49, Pro7.50, Ile7.51, Ile7.52, and Tyr7.53), PIF (Pro5.50, Ile3.40 

and Phe6.44), arginine cage (Ile3.46 and Leu6.37), serine microdomain 
(Ser5.42, Ser5.43,and Ser5.46), and rotamer toggle switch (Trp6.48, Phe6.51, 
Phe6.52, and His6.55), which were previously described as important 
determinants of the GPCR activation mechanism [63,86,87]. The 
following calculations were performed: (i.) the distance over time 

between a subset of residues located roughly at the center of each TM 
and the average position of the membrane using its phosphorus atoms as 
references; (ii.) the root-mean-square-deviation (RMSD) of the TM and 
the other mentioned domains; (iii.) the relative dimer orientation by 
calculating two pseudo-dihedral angles along the MD simulations: θ1 
consisting of residues Phe1.48, Ser4.53, Ile4.56 from protomer 1 and Ile4.56 

from protomer 2; and θ2, consisting of residues Phe1.48, Ser4.53, Ile4.56 

from protomer 2 and Ile4.56 from protomer 1; (iv.) the solvent-accessible 
surface area (SASA); (v.) the number of intermolecular H- bonds, salt 
bridges, π-cation, π-stacking and T-stacking interactions using GetCon-
tacts; (vii.) pairwise distances between Cα-Cα of interfacial residues; 
(viii.) TM5 bulge as the distance between the heavy atoms of Ser5.46 and 
Leu7.41; (ix.) ΔRMSD as the difference between the average RMSD of 
Ile3.40 and Phe6.44 heavy atoms and the inactive and active structures 
2RH1 [88] and 3P0G [89], respectively; (x.) angles between the cen-
troids of the benzene ring of three phenylalanines Phe5.51, Phe6.44 and 
Phe6.45 over time; (xi.) distance between the Cα atom of Asp2.50 and the 
closest sodium atom; (xii.) number of water molecules within an 8 Å 
distance cut-off of Asp2.50; (xiii.) the angles between the Cγ atom of 
Lys3.43, the Cβ atom of Val6.41, and the Cβ atom of Ile6.40; (xiv.) RMSD of 
the NPxxY domain and the distance between Cα atoms of residues of the 
ionic lock, Arg3.50 and Glu6.30; (xv.) size of the binding sites for the G 
protein and β-arrestin using the SASA values of relevant residues and 
normalized to the SASAmax values determined earlier for each type of 
amino acid. 

3. Results 

3.1. Model generation and analysis 

The application of typical protein-protein docking procedures to 
GPCR dimers is not straightforward [90,91]. A previously published 
protocol has been successfully applied to model a D2R homodimer in an 
inactive conformation [15,27], among other studies of different GPCRs 
[92,93]. Therefore, we have extended its application to other possible 
configurations of D2R homodimers in various activation states. After 
selecting the most suitable models for MD simulations, they were 
checked for overall structural equilibration over time. Next, the inter-
face and relevant residues were identified and compared with the initial 
prediction before the structural relaxation was obtained using MD 
simulations. Important macro- and microswitches for class A GPCR 
activation were analyzed and compared among dimer configurations to 
observe any conformational changes in the monomers when complexed 
as dimers (protomers). Significant interfacial elements were assessed 
and compared. 

3.2. Contributing transmembrane helices 

Upon generation of dimer models, it was shown that different com-
binations of TMs were involved in the establishment of the interface 
(Table 1, Fig. S1). To determine the biological relevance of our different 
D2R decoy configurations, they were subjected to PRODIGY-CRYSTAL 
and PRODIGY-PROTEIN algorithms (Table S1). Using consensus 
scoring, we selected two ac-ac dimers as equally possible: one with the 

Table 1 
The proposed interfaces for the D2R homodimer configurations were based on 
consensus scoring (Fig. S1).   

Dimer configuration Proposed interface Template used 

1 in-in TM4-TM5-TM4-TM5 6CM4–6CM4 
2 ac-ac-B TM4-TM5-TM7-TM1 6VMS-6VMS-B 
3 ac-ac TM4-TM5-TM4-TM5 6VMS-6VMS 
4 ar-ar TM4-TM5-TM4-TM5 6U1N-6U1N 
5 ac-in TM1-TM2-TM4-TM5 6VMS-6CM4 
6 in-ar TM3-TM4-TM4-TM5 6CM4–6U1N 
7 ac-ar TM4-TM5-TM4-TM5 6VMS-6U1N  
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proposed TM4-TM5-TM4-TM5 interface and a second (B) with a pro-
posed TM4-TM5-TM7-TM1 interface (Table 1, Fig. S1). 

The TM4-TM5-TM4-TM5 interface was the most prominent among 
the dimers. Other possible interfaces were determined for the ac-ac-B, 
ac-in, and in-ar dimers. For D2R, only in-in, ac-ac, and ac-in D2R 
homodimers have been experimentally detected; however, other com-
binations are also possible [17,94,95]. 

3.3. Predicted interface in models 

We identified interfacial amino acids in the static model structures 
using both PRODIGY algorithms (Table S2) [57–59]. We found that the 
number of residues varied between 21 and 35 and that the composition 
of interfacial amino acids was slightly different among the different D2R 
homodimer configurations. Although the total number of interfacial 
amino acids differed between dimer configurations, they were similar 
for pairs of monomers complexed together (Table S2). In addition, we 
identified amino acids present in two or more dimers, marked in bold in 
Table S2, whereas the others were unique (frequency = 1), marked in 
italics in Table S2. Subsets of frequently appearing amino acids were 
found in configurations with a symmetric interface 
(TM4-TM5-TM4-TM5). No unique residues were found for one protomer 
in the in-in, ar-ar, or ac-protomer of the ac-ar configuration. We also 
analyzed the frequency of common residues across all dimer configu-
rations (Table S3). The 98 residues were sorted into three categories: 
very frequent (8–12x), moderate (3–7x), and rare (1–2x). Nineteen 
frequent residues were found: 110Met (ICL2), 160Ala (ECL2), Tyr3.48, 
Tyr3.51, Thr3.52, Ala3.55, Arg4.40, Arg4.41, Val4.44, Ile4.48, Leu4.52, Thr4.55, 
Pro4.59, Tyr5.41, Val5.45, Val5.49, Ile5.52, Val5.53, and Leu5.56. More 
detailed analyses of the various interfaces are provided in Supplemen-
tary Information. 

3.4. Analysis of the simulated systems 

After analyzing the final models, they were subjected to MD simu-
lations. We first ensured that the systems were stable during the simu-
lation, that is, no disruption of the dimer occurred, and that the binding 
interfaces achieved equilibrium before further analysis. This was the 
case for all models except for ac-ac-B, which was disrupted upon 
initialization and excluded from further analysis (Fig. S2). 

3.5. Equilibration and stability of the systems 

The equilibration of the system was evaluated by calculating the 
distance over time between a subset of residues located approximately at 
the center of each TM and the average position of the membrane P 
atoms. Two residues were selected per TM (1.44, 1.45, 2.52, 2.53, 3.37, 
3.38, 4.51, 4.52, 5.49, 5.50, 6.44, 6.45, 7.49, and 7.50), and their dis-
tance to the membrane center along the z-coordinate was calculated 
(Fig. S2). Based on these results, an equilibration period of 200 ns was 
determined to be appropriate (the black area in Figure. S2). RMSD 
calculations were used to determine the stability and relative orientation 
of the TMs, loops, and important structural motifs of the D2R homo-
dimer, and were compared with those of the monomers (Fig. S3). RMSD 
calculations were therefore performed for the individual monomers (in 
M), for each protomer within the dimer (in D), and for the entire dimer 
itself (Dim), and averaged among replicates. Overall, the systems were 
stable over time, with no major movement or disruption of TMs. Anal-
ysis of microswitches and key domains showed that dimers had higher 
RMSD values than monomers, likely due to conformational rearrange-
ment upon complex formation. A more widespread distribution was also 
observed for dimers, particularly at the DRY, CWxP, NPxxY, PIF, argi-
nine cage domains, serine residues, and toggle switch, likely because of 
the same conformational rearrangement. We also monitored certain 
macro- and microswitches over time, including the relative orientation 
of the dimers (Fig. S4), the interface area (Fig. S5), the distance between 

TM3-TM6 (Fig. S9) and TM3-TM7 (Fig. S10), the angle between the 
centroids of the benzene ring of residues 5.51Phe, 6.44Phe, and 6.45Ile 
(Fig. S18), the opening of the hydrophobic lock (Fig. S20), both angles χ1 
and χ2 of Tyr7.53 (Figs. S21 and S22), and the sizes of the G protein and 
β-arrestin binding sites (Figs. S28 and S29). For most time series ana-
lyses, no major changes were observed, indicating that an equilibration 
time of 200 ns was sufficient for the systems to converge. 

3.6. The D2R homodimer interface 

3.6.1. Relative orientation of the dimers 
The relative orientation of the receptors in the dimeric state was 

determined by calculating the relative rotational angles of the two re-
ceptors (Fig. S4). The two-dimensional plots indicate that the symmet-
rical in-in dimer was highly stable across the MD simulations, 
suggesting a nonflexible dimer interface. Except for the ac-ac configu-
ration, all other configurations populated two similar conformation 
states. The ac-ac configuration showed higher plasticity and could be 
mapped to three different dimer configurations. 

3.6.2. Key residues and interface area 
We calculated the interface area values of various dimer configura-

tions (Fig. 1 and S5) and found that these values were consistent across 
replicates over time. Regarding the size of the homodimer interface, the 
smallest area was observed in the ar-ar configuration, whereas the 
largest area was observed in the in-ar configuration. Furthermore, 
configurations with the same interface type (e.g., TM4-TM5-TM4-TM5) 
varied in size, with ar-ar configurations having the smallest interfacial 
area and in-in configurations having the largest interfacial area. 

To consider the dynamical behavior of the systems and to determine 
which residues formed the so-called “decoy original interface” of the 
dimer, we calculated the ΔSASA of each residue at the start of the 
simulation, where ΔSASA = SASAm - SASAd, where SASAm and SASAd 
are the SASA values in the monomeric and dimeric forms, respectively. 
The rationale was that residues with a ΔSASA of 0 had the same expo-
sure in both dimeric and monomeric forms and, as such, were not part of 
the initial interface. In addition to the requirement of a ΔSASA > 0, we 
employed another set of criteria to further narrow down this list: resi-
dues should have a ΔSASA higher than 0.05 nm2 in at least 2 out of the 3 
replicates. We then calculated ΔSASA over time for each residue on this 
list, and for each residue, we performed normalization by dividing it by 
SASAmax, defined as the maximum SASA value for that residue type (i.e., 
when fully exposed). Only residues with a normalized ΔSASA of > 10% 

Fig. 1. Interface area of each D2R homodimer system. The interface area was 
calculated for each system, and replicates are summarized as the mean 
± standard error of the mean (SEM). 
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were considered to belong to the initial interface (Fig. S6, Table S4). 
We observed that most of the residues of the original interface 

remained there for more than 50% of the simulation time; however, 
there were a few exceptions (a detailed analysis can be found in Fig. S6 
and Table S4). In addition, we also found that a significant number of 
residues located in the loops contributed to the interface, especially 
residues from ICL2 (110Met, 111Pro, 112Met, 113Leu, 114Tyr, 115Asn, 
116Thr, 117Arg, 118Tyr, 119Ser, 120Ser, 121Lys) and ECL2 (144Phe, 
145Gly, 146Leu, 147Asn, 148Asn, 158Asn, 159Pro, 160Ala). In addi-
tion, we determined that TM7 and ICL3 do not contribute to the inter-
face of any configuration. For in-protomer-2 of the in-in dimer and in- 
protomer of the in-ar, but not for the ac-in, two residues from TM6 
(Ile6.56, Ile6.59) were part of the interface, which was unexpected 
because TM6 was not part of the initially predicted interface. In addi-
tion, ar-protomer-2 of the ar-ar configuration and the in-protomer of 
the in-ar configuration possessed 248His (ECL3) as part of their inter-
face. For the two hetero-configuration dimers, ac-in and in-ar, residues 
from TM1, ICL1, and TM2 (Val1.51, Cys1.54, Met1.55, Ser1.58, Arg1.59, 
35Lys, 38Gln, Tyr2.41, Val2.48, Leu2.52, Thr2.55, and Leu2.56) contributed 
to the interface. While the ac-in configuration was formed by TM1-TM2 
of the ac-protomer, the in-ar configuration was formed by TM4-TM5 of 
the ar-protomer. A unique feature was also observed in the ar-proto-
mer of the in-ar configuration, which contained one ECL1 residue 
(75Ser) and two HX8 residues (Ile8.53 and Cys8.56) at the interface. 

We compared the "original decoy interface" with the prediction made 
with the PRODIGY/static structure using homodimers before they un-
derwent MD simulations (Table S5) [57–59]. Although most residues 
were accurately predicted, there were some changes in the interface 
residue list, indicating some conformational rearrangements. Notably, 
all relevant residues from the Guo et al. study were present in all dimer 
configurations (Fig. 2) [16–18]. 

3.6.3. Predicted static interface vs. dynamical interface 
After comparing the PRODIGY/static structure and SASA/dynamic 

interfaces and sorting all residues according to their frequency 
(Table S2-S6), we identified the following highly frequent residues in the 
D2R homodimer:160Ala (ECL2), Arg4.40, Val4.44, Ile4.48, Val4.51, Leu4.52, 
Thr4.55, Pro4.59, Tyr5.41, Val5.45, Val5.49, and Val5.53. Interestingly, we 
also observed that partnered protomers with different TMs, such as the 
ac-protomer of the ac-in configuration, which uses TM1 and TM2 as 

part of the interface, also included Arg4.40 and Val4.51 among the prev-
alent residues. Similarly, the in-protomer of the in-ar configuration, 
which uses TM3 and TM4 as part of the interface, contains residues from 
TM5 (Val5.40, Tyr5.41, Ile5.44, Val5.45, Val5.49, Ile5.52, Val5.53, Leu5.56, 
Lys5.60, and Arg5.67) and TM6 (Arg6.67, Ile6.56, and Ile6.59). 

In addition to the highly prevalent residues, certain regions of the 
receptor also contribute to the size of the interface in the dimer with the 
TM4-TM5-TM4-TM5 interface, such as TM3, ECL2, and ICL2. For 
example, many residues from TM3 and the loops contributed to the 
interface in the in-in-symmetric dimer, but this was not the case for the 
ac-ac and ar-ar dimers. Almost no residues from the loops contributed 
to the interface in the ar-ar homodimer. In contrast, various residues 
from the loops were important for binding in the ac-ac dimer, but only 
one residue from TM3 (Ala3.55) was part of the interface. Similarly, only 
Ile3.48 and Thr3.52 were part of the TM4-TM5-TM4-TM5 interface in the 
ac-ar configuration. 

For dimers with a nonsymmetric interface, such as ac-in (TM1-TM2- 
TM4-TM5), we again found that residues from other regions, such as 
TM3 and ICL1, contributed to the interface. Interestingly, for the in-ar 
(TM3-TM4-TM4-TM5) configuration, some residues from TM5 and TM6 
were part of the interface on the in-protomer side (TM3 and TM4), 
while residues from TM1, ICL1, TM2, TM3, and HX8 contributed from 
the ar-protomer side (TM4-TM5). This finding was consistent with the 
large interfacial area of the in-ar configuration (Fig. 1). The same 
observation was made for the ac-in interface (Fig. 1). 

In addition to the size of the interface area and, consequently, the 
number of interfacial residues, we also determined the types of residues 
that are preferentially conserved in these interfaces. As expected, most 
of the 12 conserved/highly frequent residues were nonpolar, including 5 
valine residues. Asp and Glu were the only amino acid residues not 
found at any interface. 

3.6.4. Interaction type established for the different interfaces 
The type of pairwise interaction was determined and averaged 

among the replicates (Fig. S7). Each system displayed a unique pattern, 
and interestingly, they were not solely found between the TMs of the 
partnered receptors (a detailed analysis is shown in Fig. S7). 

Overall, the results showed that the conformational states of the 
monomers contributed to the interaction patterns when considering 
dimer configurations with the same interface. For example, in the in-in 

Fig. 2. Snake plots of relevant residues from 
the literature and this study. Residues found in 
the active conformation in the study by Guo 
et al. are shown in green [16–18]. The residues 
that are important for the interface between 
TM5 and TM6, as described by Wouters et al., 
are shown in blue. Residues shown in yellow 
were predicted in our study by PRODIGY, and 
residues in brown by SASA [23]. Residues pre-
dicted by both PRODIGY and SASA are shown 
in orange, and residues predicted in our study 
and those described by Guo et al. are shown in 
pink.   
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configuration, interactions involving TM5 were not present even though 
TM5 was part of the interface. TM4 was relevant for forming H-bonds 
and π-cation interactions with ICL2 as well as H-bonds and salt bridges 
with TM3. The subset of interfacial residues on TM3 comprises Ile3.48, 
Tyr3.51, Thr3.52, and Ala3.55. ICL2, ECL2, and ECL3 are domains mainly 
involved in the formation of π-stacking, T-stacking, and some H-bond 
and π-cation interactions, respectively. Moreover, residues from ECL3 
have not previously been identified as part of the interface. ICL2 con-
sisted of only a few residues that were involved in interface for-
mation:110Met, 111Pro, and 120Ser, whereas the ECL2 interfacial 
residues were 146Leu, 147Asn, 159Pro, and 160Ala. Ile6.59 was the only 
relevant residue identified in TM6. 

When comparing these findings to those of other configurations with 
the same interface, we found that for ar-ar and ac-ac, no salt bridges 
were present. However, conserved salt bridges between TM4 and TM3 
were found in the ac-ar configuration, similar to our observations for the 
in-in configuration. In the ar-ar configuration, TM4 and TM5 are 
involved in the formation of H-bonds. Although this configuration has 
the smallest interface (Fig. 1), with only 12 residues, it appears to be 
crucial for many interactions. 

For instance, the TM5 residues, comprising Phe5.38, Tyr5.41, and 
Val5.45 from protomers 1 and Val5.40, Ile5.44, Tyr5.48, Val5.49, Ile5.52, 
Leu5.56, Lys5.60 from protomer 2. Only π-cation interactions are formed 
by residues TM4, ECL2, and ECL3. In contrast to the ar-ar and in-in 
configurations, the ac-ac configuration behaved differently. H-bond 
interactions were mainly formed by TM3, TM4, and TM5, while π- and T- 
stacking interactions were mostly formed by TM5. However, for this 
configuration, the loops appeared to be less involved in stabilizing the 
interactions. This was also true for the ac-ar configuration. We 
concluded that TM3 was highly involved in other types of interactions, 
such as H-bonds and π-cation interactions, which is quite interesting 
because only Ile3.48 and Thr3.52 were previously considered to be part of 
the interface. When examining the major structures involving mixed 
conformational dimers, such as in-ar and ac-in, a larger subset of salt 
bridges was found compared to other homo-conformational configura-
tions. For the in-ar configuration, ICL1 residues 35Lys and 38Gln were 
also involved in the observed interactions. Interestingly, π-cation in-
teractions were also formed by residues from HX8. For the ac-in 
configuration, HX8 also contributed to the H-bond and π-cation in-
teractions. In this configuration, residues from TM1, TM2, TM4, and 
TM5 interacted with each other or with residues from the loops, 
particularly ICL2 (117Arg, 118Tyr, and 121Lys) and ECL2 (144Phe, 
145Gly, 147Asn, and 160Ala). 

3.7. Macro- and microswitches upon dimerization 

The effects of activation on different macro- and microswitches are 
reviewed in the Supplementary Information. In this study, we investi-
gated these effects in the context of dimerization. 

3.7.1. Outward movement of TM6, inward movement of TM7, and 
disruption of the ionic lock 

A description of the GPCR activation mechanism and its main effects 
can be found in Supplementary Information (Fig. S8). First, we 
compared the distance between the Cα atoms of residues 3.50–6.34 
(TM3-TM6) and 3.50–7.53 (TM3-TM7) (Fig. S9 and S10). Arg3.50 is part 
of the ionic lock and is known to form a salt bridge with Glu6.30, stabi-
lizing the inactive state [96–98]. The ionic lock was disrupted upon 
activation, leading to the outward movement of TM6, for which 6.34 
was chosen as the representative part of the key DRY motif [99]. Tyr7.53, 
also part of the NPxxY motif, is a highly conserved tyrosine that un-
dergoes conformational transitions depending on the activation state of 
the receptor [96,100]. According to Zhou et al., Tyr7.53 also experiences 
several rewiring events with a shortening of its distance to TM3 [87]. As 
expected, we obtained a shorter TM3-TM6 distance and a higher 
TM3-TM7 for the in-monomer conformation, whereas these values 

were higher for the ar- and ac-monomers and dimers containing them. 
For the various dimer configurations, we observed that the TM3-TM6 
distances were (i) even lower for in-in, (ii.) lower for one protomer on 
the ar-ar dimer, (iii.) constant for the ar-protomer in the in-ar and 
ac-ar; (iv.) higher for the ac-protomer in the ac-ar dimer, and (v.) 
lower for the ac-protomer in the ac-in dimer configuration. 

Second, the distances between the Cα atoms of residues 3.50 and 
6.34 (TM3-TM6) and between 5.46 and 7.41 (TM5-TM7) were measured 
to observe the overall concerted movement of the TMs (Fig. S11, S12). 
The role of these residues in activation is further explained in the Sup-
plementary Information. As for TM3-TM7 (3.50–7.53), the distance 
between TM5-TM7 (5.46–7.41) should also be short when the receptor is 
activated. For the distance between TM5 and TM7, we expected dis-
tances to be similar to those observed for TM3-TM7. When comparing 
these two measurements for the individual monomers, we found that the 
distance between TM3-TM6 was shorter (between 0.5 and 1.0 nm) for 
the in-monomer, while the distance between TM5-TM7 was larger 
(between 1.6 and 2.0 nm). For the ar-monomer, the distance between 
TM3-TM6 was consistent at approximately 1–1.5 nm, while a high 
dispersion was found for the TM5-TM7 distance ranging from 1.4 to 
2.4 nm over time. However, the distance between TM5-TM7 is much 
larger than that between TM3-TM7. The opposite was true for the ac- 
monomer configuration. The distance between TM5 and TM7 was 
consistently between 1.6 and 2 nm over time, which was larger than the 
distance between TM3 and TM7. In contrast, the distance between TM3 
and TM6 exhibited considerable variability over time, ranging from 0.7 
to 1.7 nm. 

As a third metric, we analyzed the distance between the Cα atoms of 
residues 3.50 and 6.34 and between 5.58 and 7.53 (Fig. S13, S14). The 
distance between 3.50 and 6.34 is an indicator of the outward move-
ment of TM6, and the distance between the two conserved tyrosine 
residues Tyr5.58 and Tyr7.53 represents an important microswitch in class 
A GPCR activation [70]. Residues from TM5 that interact with the 
ligand, such as 5.46, cause rearrangements in the NPxxY motif in the 
form of a twist, which reorients Tyr7.53 towards Tyr5.58, forming a 
water-mediated interaction known as the Y-Y interaction [70,101]. 
Together with the displacement of TM6, captured by the distance be-
tween 3.50 and 6.34, the formation of the G protein binding site was 
established [70]. Therefore, we expected that the fully active confor-
mation of the monomers would result in a short distance between the 
two tyrosines (Y-Y interaction). Conversely, we expected inactive con-
formers to exhibit longer distances between two tyrosine residues. Our 
observations for the monomers (Fig. S13) support these expectations. 
The in-monomer showed a short distance between TM3-TM6 and a 
large distance between Y and Y-Y. The ar-monomer had a larger dis-
tance between TM3-TM6 but a visibly shorter distance between Y-Y. For 
the ac-monomer, at some time points, the distances were even shifted 
towards an active conformation compared to those measured for the 
ar-monomer. When comparing the monomer and dimer configurations, 
it could be shown that some conformational changes occurred within the 
dimers (Fig. S14). While most of the protomers displayed properties 
similar to those of their uncomplexed monomers, the ac-protomer 
within the ac-ar configuration was found to be more active (fully acti-
vated) than the monomer only, compared to the partnered ar-protomer. 
However, the ac-protomer in the ac-in dimer was clearly shifted to-
wards a more inactive conformation, displaying a short distance be-
tween TM3-TM6 and a larger distance between Y and Y-Y. We also 
monitored the comparison of the distances between the Cα atoms of 
residues 5.46–7.41 (TM5 bulge) and the ΔRMSD of two residues of the 
PIF motif (Ile3.40 and Phe6.44) (Fig. 3, S15). According to Fleetwood 
et al., the formation of a bulge on TM5 by residues 5.46 and 7.41 in-
fluences the intracellular distance between residues 3.40 and 6.44, 
which are part of the PIF (connector) motif [70]. These residues are also 
known to be in contact with highly conserved Asp2.50 and NPxxY 
through a network of water molecules [70]. When analyzing the results 
for the free monomers (Fig. S15), it is clear that the in-monomer had the 
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distance of the TM5 bulge varied between 1.60 and 2.00 nm, while the 
ΔRMSD of the connector ranged between − 0.15 and − 0.10 nm. In 
contrast to the in-monomer, the ΔRMSD of the ac- and ar-monomer 
connectors was between 0.00 and 0.15 nm. In addition, the distance 
between the residues in the TM5 bulge showed a more dispersed dis-
tribution (range 1.40–2.20 nm) for the ar-monomer and was more 
concentrated (approximately 1.50–1.90 nm) for the ac-monomer. 
These findings were consistent with those reported by Fleetwood et al. 
(Fig. 4 of Fleetwood et al., panels d-f, [102]) and put the ar-monomer in 
an intermediate activation state compared with the fully activated 
ac-monomer. In the in-in dimer configuration (Fig. 3), there is a 
decrease in the ΔRMSD towards − 0.20 nm and a different behavior for 
the two protomers, with one accessing an intermediate conformation. In 
the in-ar and in-ac dimers, we also observed a high stability of the 
in-protomer in its inactive state. Both inactive and active conforma-
tions of the TM5 bulge were populated in the ar-ar dimer, reaching even 
higher values for the ar-protomer in the in-ar dimer. In contrast, the 
ar-protomer in the ac-ar dimer populates only active states. The 
ac-protomer is very stable in an active conformation in the ac-ac, ac-ar, 
and ac-in dimers. 

Lu et al. tracked the angles between the centroids of the benzene 
rings of three phenylalanines (5.51, 6.44, and 6.45) over time. This 
analysis was replicated in the current study (Fig. S18) [103]. Upon 
activation, residues 6.44 and 6.45 moved towards residue 5.51, which 
then promoted an outward movement of TM6. Furthermore, all residues 
near the aromatic microdomain, where the rotamer toggle switch takes 
place, also move forward [86,103,104]. For the uncomplexed mono-
mers, the in-monomer was constant at 50–60◦, the ar-monomer was 
found at 70–90◦, and the ac-monomer was found between 60◦ and 80◦. 

Upon closer examination of the properties of TM6, we observed that 
the conformational states of the individual monomers did not change 
significantly during simulation. However, the configurations of most 
dimers changed, with the exception of in-conformers. The ac-proto-
mer in the ac-in configuration adopts the properties of an inactive 
conformer. In the ac-ac, ar-ar, and ac-ar configurations, one protomer 
appeared to be more active than the other, indicating that it may shift 
between a fully active conformation and an intermediate state that has 
several properties similar to the arrestin-bound conformation. This can 
also explain the differences between the protomers of the ar-ar 
configuration. 

Fig. 3. Comparison of TM5 bulge movement and RMSD of residues I.340 and F.644 (connectors) for D2R homodimer configurations. Comparison of Cα-distance 
between 5.46 and 7.41 and the RMSD of residues Ile3.40 and Phe6.44, which were measured for all protomers and replicates over time. For easier comparison, the 
distances of the individual monomers in the three activation states (in, ar, and ac) are shown as light-colored clouds in the background of three different lines. 
Conformations are color-coded as inactive red, arrestin yellow, and active blue. 
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3.7.2. The collapse of the sodium pocket 
Numerous studies have shown that ligand binding and activation of 

class A GPCRs leads to changes around the CWxP, TM5, and PIF motifs, 
resulting in the collapse of the sodium pocket around the conserved 
aspartic acid 2.50. This process involves dehydration, displacement of 
the sodium ion, and protonation of Asp2.50, ultimately leading to 
rewiring of the NPxxY motif [69–73]. The allosteric Na+ ion forms 
strong interactions with residues Asp2.50 and Ser3.39 and several water 
molecules, all stabilizing the inactive state of GPCRs [70,105–107]. 
Upon activation, the ionic lock is disrupted, and the sodium pocket 
around Asp2.50 collapses, releasing sodium into the intracellular space 
[71]. 

In our study, we also monitored changes in these two regions by 
calculating the distance between the Cα atom of Asp2.50 and the closest 

sodium atom, and compared this to the distance between the Cα atoms 
of residues Arg3.50 and Thr6.34, the ionic lock (Fig. 4, S19). When looking 
at the individual monomers, the in-monomer appeared to have a short 
distance towards sodium, whereas in the ac- and ar-monomers, sodium 
was located more than 1.5 nm away from Asp2.50 (Fig. S19). The dis-
tance between Arg3.50 and Thr6.34 was less than 1.0 nm for the in- 
monomer, indicating that the ionic lock had not yet been disrupted. 
Distances above 1.0 nm were considered indicators of activated con-
formations, which was the case for ac- and ar-monomers (1.0–1.5 nm). 
When comparing these results with the dimer configurations (Fig. 4), we 
see that all in-protomer, ac-ac, ar-ar, and in-ar configurations have 
metrics similar to their individual uncomplexed forms. In the ac-ar 
configuration, the ionic lock residues of the ac-protomer were more 
widely separated than those of the uncomplexed monomers, and the 

Fig. 4. Comparison of the disruption of the ionic lock represented as a distance between 3.50 and 6.34, and the distance between Asp2.50 and its closest sodium for 
the D2R homodimer configurations. Comparison of the Cα-distance between 3.50 and 6.34 and the distance between the Cα atom of the conserved residue Asp2.50 and 
sodium (Na+), which were measured for all protomers and replicates over time. For easier comparison, the distances of the individual monomers in the three 
activation states (in, ar, and ac) are shown as light-colored clouds in the background in three different lines. Conformations are color-coded as inactive red, arrestin 
yellow, and active blue. 
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same was true for ar-protomer. In the ac-in dimer, the ac-protomer 
had properties of an inactive receptor, with approximately 1.5 nm and a 
closed ionic lock (0.5–1.5 nm). Another indicator of disruption of the 
sodium pocket is the number of water molecules in its vicinity. There-
fore, we calculated the number of water molecules within a 0.8 nm 
radius surrounding Asp2.50 (Fig. 5). The number of water molecules was 
consistently higher (~30) in the in-conformer than that in the ac- and 
ar-conformers (~10). 

Interestingly, a clear distribution between the conformers was 
observed for the individual monomers. A comparison of these findings 
with those of the dimer configurations showed that the number of water 
molecules in the in-in configuration was similar to that of individual 
monomers. Interestingly, the average number of water molecules 
differed between the two protomers within the ac-ac dimers. In this 
configuration, protomer 2 contained approximately twice as many 
water molecules as protomer 1 did. Furthermore, the number of water 
molecules in the ar-ar configuration is significantly reduced by 50% 
upon dimerization. For the in-conformation, we found that it remained 
inactive regardless of the partnered monomer, whereas the ac- and ar- 
conformations behaved similarly to the active conformers (see Fig. 5). 

3.7.3. Hydrophobic lock 
After GPCR activation, breaking of the hydrophobic lock comprising 

the hydrophobic residues at positions 3.43Leu3.43, Val6.40, and Leu6.41 is 
another important microswitch event that loosens the connection be-
tween TM3 and TM6 [87,103]. It also promotes the breaking of the ionic 
lock between Arg3.50 and Glu6.30, which finally releases TM6 outwards 
[87,103,108]. To observe the status of the hydrophobic lock, we 
measured the area of the angle composed of the Cγ atom of Lys3.43, Cβ 
atom of Val6.41, and Cβ atom of Ile6.40 over time, as described by Lu et al. 
(Fig. S20) [103]. The authors suggested that an area of approximately 
15 Å2 represents an inactive state, 10–20 Å2 indicated an intermediate 
state, and everything above 20 Å2 represents the active state of the 
GPCR [103]. We only found breaking of the hydrophobic lock upon 
activation in the ac-conformers, while all in-protomers behaved like 

inactive conformers, regardless of their partners. 

3.7.4. Microswitch: Transition of dihedral angles χ1 and χ2 tyrosine 7.53 
Upon class A GPCR activation, the highly conserved Tyr7.53 un-

dergoes conformational transitions between its dihedral angles χ1 and 
χ2, according to Yuan et al. [100]. Following the angles over time 
(Figs. S21 and S22), we observed major differences between the 
different conformational states of the individual monomers and the 
dimer configurations. The χ2 angle displayed several large conforma-
tional shifts, primarily for ac- and ar-conformers at any combination 
undergoing large movements, whereas in-conformers were more 
restricted. When comparing the dihedral angles χ1 and χ2 (Figs. S23 and 
S24), it became clear that some of the configurations showed more 
variation than the others. The smaller variation in χ1 can be explained by 
the large rotations at this angle, which lead to steric clashes with the 
protein backbone. We also observed a lower rotation in Tyr7.53 for 
in-conformers, while rotations of χ2 in ar- and ac-conformers indi-
cated that these conformations switch from active to inactive confor-
mations. Moreover, the ac-protomers in the mixed configurations 
showed less variation than those in the monomer form, which can be 
explained by the less space available for conformational transitions into 
a fully active conformation when involved in a complex. 

3.7.5. Transitions in the NPxxY motif 
According to Leioatts et al. [96] and Dror et al. [109], the deacti-

vation of class A GPCRs consists of a two-step process, in which the 
NPxxY motif first undergoes transitions towards an inactive conforma-
tion, followed by ionic lock closing as TM6 moves inward to the helical 
bundle. Hence, the RMSD of NPxxY and the distance between the 
Cα-atoms of residues of the ionic lock Arg3.50 and Glu6.30 should enable 
mapping of this process [96]. When we calculated these structural 
properties for different D2R homodimer configurations, we observed 
that specific values could be determined for individual monomers based 
on their conformation (Fig. 6, S25). 

For the in-monomer, the distributions of both the RMSD of NPxxY 

Fig. 5. The number of water molecules within 8 Å of Asp2.50 for the D2R homodimer configurations. The number of water molecules within 8 Å of the conserved 
residue Asp2.50 for the complete simulation time are represented as mean ± SEM. Conformations are color-coded as inactive red, arrestin yellow, and active blue. 
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and the distance of the ionic lock were relatively small and concen-
trated, indicating that the ionic lock was closed in the inactive confor-
mation and no significant transitions occurred in the NPxxY motif. 
(Fig. S25). For the ar-monomer, the RMSD of NPxxY varied more than 
the ionic-lock distance. For the ac-monomer, the RMSD of the NPxxY 
motif was more diverse, and the distance of the ionic lock increased. In 
the dimer configurations, the protomers remained inactive in inactive 
conformations, whereas differences between monomers and complexes 
were observed for the ac- and ar-conformers (Fig. 6). It is worth noting 
that the ar-protomers adopted inactive-like conformations in the in-ar 
dimer, and the ac-protomers were distributed over both active and 
inactive-like populations in the ac-in dimer. 

We analyzed the changes in the NPxxY motif by comparing ΔSASA 

with the RMSD of this motif (Figs. S26 and S27). When examining the 
individual monomers, we found that for the in-monomer, the RMSD 
was between 0.0 and 0.1 nm, and the ΔSASA was between 9% and 18%, 
while the RMSD was increased to 0.1–0.2 nm for the ar-monomer and 
the ΔSASA did not change significantly. For the ac-monomer, the RMSD 
increased above 0.2 nm, and the ΔSASA was spread between 9% and 
20%. In the dimer configurations, the in-conformers always displayed 
the same values regardless of the partner, whereas more variation was 
observed for the other conformers (Fig. S27). Analysis of the NPxxY 
motif in the monomer and dimer configurations confirmed the results 
obtained for other motifs. The in-conformer is always inactive, whereas 
the ar-ar, ac-ac, and ac-ar configurations display properties similar to 
those of the activated receptors. 

Fig. 6. Comparison of the RMSD of NPxxY and the distance between Cα-atoms of residues of ionic lock 3.50 and 6.30. Comparison of the RMSD of NPxxY and the 
distance between Cα-atoms of residues of ionic lock 3.50 and 6.30, for which RMSD and distances [nm] of the uncomplexed monomers are shown as light-colored 
clouds in the background. Conformations are color-coded as inactive red, arrestin yellow, and active blue. 
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3.7.6. Sizes of G protein- and β-arrestin-binding areas 
The sizes of the binding sites for G protein and β-arrestin were 

determined using the SASA values of relevant residues, which were then 
normalized to the SASAmax values determined earlier for each type of 
amino acid. The sizes (expressed as a percentage) were calculated over 
time (Figures 28 and S29), and then averaged and compared within the 
different dimer configurations (Fig. 7). According to Yuan et al., small 
binding areas suggest an inactive state of the receptor, as there is no 
space available for binding a G protein or β-arrestin [100]. We observed 
the smallest areas of binding sites for the inactive protomers (Fig. 7). The 
largest values were determined for the ar-ar and ac-ac dimer configu-
rations. Additionally, the ratios between the protomers were consistent 
for both G protein- and β-arrestin-binding sites. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Dimer configurations are stable 

The goal of our study was to design a straightforward protocol for 
building GPCR homodimers, identifying their most stable interfaces, and 
complementing previous studies on other GPCR dimers, including those 
of Kaczor et. al [27,92,93]. We used the D2R homodimer as a case study 
because experimental data are available for this system. 

Our results show that different dimer configurations can form stable 
TM4-TM5-TM4-TM5 interfaces regardless of whether the partnered 
protomers are active or inactive. This is in line with experimental studies 
showing that the dimers seem to be pre-assembled independently of li-
gands and therefore also independent of the conformation of partnered 
protomers. However, we found that the inactive conformation was 

Fig. 7. Size of the binding sites for G-protein and β-arrestin. The sizes of the G protein and β-arrestin binding sites [%] were determined using the SASA values of 
binding site residues. These values were then normalized to the SASAmax values determined for each type of amino acid. The volumes are shown as the mean ± SEM. 
Conformations are color-coded as inactive red, arrestin yellow, and active blue. 
Retrieved from Preto et al. (2020) [52]. 
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maintained in all combinations, whereas the ac- and ar-conformations 
were either active or desensitized (activated state). We observed varia-
tions in some metrics for the ac- and ar-conformers, particularly in 
terms of helix movement. The ac-ac combination was found to be active, 
whereas the individual monomers were found in an intermediate 
conformation between inactive and active. This indicates that the active 
protomers stabilize each other’s active conformations. Most notably, we 
observed that an active protomer adopts properties of an inactive 
conformation when paired with an inactive protomer, particularly in 
terms of helix movement, transitions in the NPxxY motif, and the posi-
tion of the ionic lock. The latter was only observed for the in-ac dimer. 
Additionally, we found that this ionic lock was broken for the ac con-
formers in all combinations, even when paired with an inactive proto-
mer. The addition of G proteins may alter this behavior. We verified that 
the dimers with the TM4-TM5-TM4-TM5 proposed interface followed 
the same behavior as previously described for a similar configuration in 
the serotonin1A receptor [110,111]. 

The in-conformer was always inactive, whereas the ar-ar, ac-ac, 
and ac-ar configurations displayed properties similar to those of acti-
vated receptors. Analyses of macro- and microswitches revealed that the 
inactive configuration was unperturbed by its partnered protomer, 
whereas in the ac-in dimer, the active protomer adopted the properties 
of an inactive receptor. In some cases, the arrestin configuration dis-
played properties of an active receptor in the absence of an agonist, 
suggesting that a switch to another meta-state within the dimerization 
process was observed. In summary, the relevant residues found in our 
study were in agreement with the experimental data, thus validating our 
computational protocol. This method can be easily adapted to hetero-
dimers and may also be extended by adding additional proteins, such as 
G proteins or β-arrestins. 

4.2. The central role of transmembrane domains 4 and 5 in dimer 
formation 

TM1, TM4, and TM5 bear the largest membrane-accessible areas, 
indicating their importance in the establishment of protein-protein in-
teractions [14]. Several studies have revealed the importance of TM4 
and TM5 in homo- and heterodimer formation [19,44,110,112–119]. 
However, many other interface points have also been identified, 
including TM5-TM6-TM5-TM6 [23,120], TM1, TM2, HX8, and ECL1 
[13,27,115,119,121,122]. Here, we observed that the involvement of 
TMs changed depending on the combination of conformers. A symmetric 
TM4-TM5-TM4-TM5 interface was determined for most configurations, 
except for two very different arrangements: ac-in (TM1-TM2-TM4-TM5) 
and in-ar (TM3-TM4-TM4-TM5). This is consistent with the “rolling 
dimer” interface model proposed by Dijkman et al., which suggests that 
GPCRs can exploit multiple interaction interfaces that can coexist and 
interconvert [123]. In the ac-in and in-ar dimers, the interaction be-
tween GPCRs led to the establishment of asymmetrical and larger in-
terfaces in comparison to the ac-ac configurations, and were therefore 
closer in size to the in-in dimer. 

Overall, our findings are in agreement with earlier experimental 
studies by Guo et al., who reported that TM4-TM5 is the most likely 
physiological interface of the D2R homodimer [16,17,44]. However, 
other studies have supported these alternative possibilities. Marsago 
et al. showed that the D3R homodimer has two potential interfaces: one 
involving residues from TM1, TM2, and HX8 and the other involving 
TM4 and TM5 [5,48]. TM3 has also been found at the A2AR-D2R het-
erodimer interface [43]. TM6 is unlikely to play a significant role in 
complex formation, as it would likely cause steric clashes between the 
protomers upon activation due to its outward movement [123–125]. 

4.3. Transmembrane domain and loop involvement in dimer formation 

The interfacial characterization of all configurations in this study 
highlights the important role of TM regions and loops in driving complex 

formation. This finding is in agreement with those reported by Simpson 
et al. [45], Pulido et al. [126], and Filizola et al. [116] pinpointing ICL2 
and ECL2 as particularly relevant, which has also been observed in other 
studies [127]. ICL3 also forms relevant interactions, particularly with 
the C-terminal region. However, it is difficult to fully assess their 
involvement because these loops are very large and flexible and cannot 
be well captured by experimental techniques or modeled by computa-
tional methods. Consequently, analysis of the ensemble of conforma-
tions involving these loops remains elusive. We identified a subset of 
highly conserved residues that were relevant for all dimer configurations 
determined in the static structure (PRODIGY), considering the dynamic 
behavior of the dimers (SASA) during the simulation:160ALA (ECL2), 
Arg4.40, Val4.44, Ile4.48, Val4.51, Leu4.52, Thr4.55, Pro4.59, Tyr5.41, Val5.45, 
Val5.49, and Val5.53. Comparing these findings with those of Guo et al. 
[16–18], some differences and similarities were observed. For example, 
Arg4.40, Val4.44, Ile4.48, Val4.51, Thr4.55, and Pro4.59 residues were 
involved in both studies. Guo and coworkers [16–18] stated that resi-
dues Trp4.50, Phe4.54, Cys4.58, and Arg4.43 were relevant to mediate the 
crosstalk between the protomers in an active conformation. Herein, we 
observed their participation only in ac- and ar-conformers. Guo et al. 
reported different amino acid combinations for TM4-TM5 (inactive 
dimer configuration) and TM4-TM4 (active dimer configuration) [17]. It 
has also been reported that the replacement of Cys4.58 leads to the 
elimination of receptor crosstalk, and that this amino acid is relevant for 
the active TM4-TM4 conformation of the D2R homodimer. In our study, 
Cys4.58 was present in both protomers of the ac-ac configuration with 
the TM4-TM5-TM4-TM5 interface and in both protomers of the ac-ar 
dimer (Table S2). Guo et al. also identified other residues relevant to an 
additional interface involving TM1 (Pro1.30, Tyr1.34, Tyr1.35, Leu1.38, 
Leu1.41, Asn1.50, Arg1.59, and Phe7.65) [18]. Residues Tyr1.34, Tyr1.35, and 
Arg1.59 were also relevant for our dimer configurations. Residue Arg1.59 

could be identified on the ac-protomer of ac-in and on the ar-protomer 
of in-ar [18]. Lastly, Wouters et al. suggested the formation of a 
TM5-TM6-TM5-TM6 interface and that Tyr5.48 and Phe6.52 are impor-
tant for dimerization [23]. While Phe6.52 was not found at any D2R 
homodimer, Tyr5.48 was found twice on the in-in dimer, once on the 
ac-ac, once on the ar-ar, on the in-protomer of the ac-in, and in the 
in-ar configuration. 

The highly prevalent residues identified in our study (mostly from 
TM4 and TM5) were nonpolar and therefore complementary to estab-
lishing stable interfaces. These types of residues are expected, consid-
ering the nature of TMs, because exposing charged or polar residues to 
the lipid bilayer could lead to transient dimerization [44,128]. It has 
previously been shown that at least two adjacent arginine, glutamic 
acid, aspartic acid, or phosphorylated amino acid residues are sufficient 
to induce stable non-covalent complexes in heterodimers [117,129, 
130]. From our set of highly preserved residues, Arg4.40, Thr4.55, and 
Tyr5.41 were the most capable of establishing electrostatic interactions. 

Our results indicated the involvement of ICL2, ECL2, ECL3, and TM3 
in stabilizing interactions. This is also in line with a study on opioid 
receptor homodimers, which showed that residues from loops TM3 and 
TM2 stabilize the TM4/TM5 interface [131]. In the same study, the 
authors described a specific subset of conserved residues (4.39, 4.43, 
4.47, 4.50, 4.51, 4.54, and 4.62), similar to our identified prevalent 
residues in the dopamine receptor [131]. In another study investigating 
the D1R-D2R heterodimer, mutations in valine, proline, and serine res-
idues were found to alter the dimerization propensity of D1R and D2R 
[132]. The authors also stated that valine and proline residues promoted 
the formation of the D2R homodimer interface [132]. Interestingly, 
Johnston et al. also identified two important valine residues, whereas we 
found five across all configurations [131]. 

H-bonds were predominant and involved several residues from the 
TMs and loops, particularly in the in-in, ac-ac, ac-in, and in-ar dimer 
configurations. In contrast to these types of interfaces, most interactions 
were found between TMs for the ar-ar configuration, especially 
involving TM5. In a comprehensive study involving the A2AR-D2R 
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heterodimer, it was also shown that TM5 was responsible for the in-
teractions between the two protomers, thus promoting the negative 
allosteric effect of the adenosine receptor on dopaminergic signaling 
[43,133]. However, most interactions, such as π-cation, π-stacking, 
T-stacking, or even salt bridges, are formed between loops or between a 
loop and TM. Hence, loops can be the main drivers of interface forma-
tion and provide extra affinity to stabilize the final dimers. Similarly, 
O’Dowd et al. found a pair of adjacent glutamic acids (at the C-terminus 
of D1R) and a pair of adjacent arginines (from ICL3 of D2R) in the 
D1R-D2R heterodimer interface, forming stable electrostatic interactions 
[134,135]. 

4.4. The conformational status of individual protomers affects the macro- 
and microswitches 

Macro- and microswitches of class A GPCRs are involved in confor-
mational rearrangements upon ligand binding to promote the outward 
movement of TM6 and its activation by enabling the necessary space for 
the binding of a G protein (Fig. S8) [87,135]. Our results indicated that 
the conformational status of the protomers remained consistent over 
time and that the movements of the relevant TMs (TM3, TM5, TM6, and 
TM7) were in agreement with what is known about the mechanism of 
class A GPCR activation. 

However, two motifs remained active for ac-conformers in all 
combinations: (i) the distance between the TM5 bulge and the ΔRMSD of 
the connector motif and (ii) the sodium-binding pockets. This can be 
attributed to the large volume occupied by the bound bromocriptine 
ligand in the orthosteric binding pocket, which leads to partial activa-
tion of some motifs, such as CWxP and the sodium-binding pocket. These 
rearrangements did not extend throughout the receptor to the ionic lock, 
NPxxY, or other motifs because of the presence of the protomer in an 
inactive conformation. This would be seen as negative allosteric cross-
talk, which has been reported for many heterodimers involving DRs [4]. 
In contrast, the ar-conformer within the ac-ar dimer appeared to 
possess a collapsed sodium pocket, although no ligand bound to this 
conformer. 

In contrast, the ar-protomer within the in-ar configuration dis-
played the same properties as its individual monomer, namely, the 
properties of an active receptor, which seemed not to be influenced by 
its inactive protomer. Ac-ac, ar-ar and ac-ar dimers displayed larger 
variations after simulation, remaining, however, in an active form. 
Interestingly, we found that one protomer in the ar-ar configuration 
displayed asymmetric properties of active receptors. The outward 
movement of TM6 was not as pronounced as that of the ar-conformers. 
In fact, one protomer of the ar-ar dimer transitioned to an active 
conformation when comparing the distance of the ionic lock and Y-Y 
motif, and showed that the ar-protomers in the ar-ar dimer behaved 
differently, pointing to two distinctive active-like states. We also 
observed slight differences between the homo-conformation and mixed 
conformation. The ac-ac configuration displayed properties of activated 
protomers, but it was difficult to assign the conformational status of the 
ac-ar dimer. For some structural properties, the ar-protomer adopted 
an active conformation, whereas the ac-protomer appeared to be less 
active in the ac-ar configuration. 

According to Caniceiro et al., most studies reported positive crosstalk 
for DR-DR dimers, and in some cases, this resulted in a hyper-
dopaminergic response, which other authors have linked to schizo-
phrenia or the use of amphetamines [4134,136]. Such an effect would be 
represented by the configurations ac-ac, ar-ar, and ac-ar, where at least 
one bromocriptine was bound to the dimer. This is also in line with the 
results of Guo et al., who stated that ligand binding to one of the pro-
tomers would be enough to bind a G protein and cause conformational 
arrangements within the ligand-free protomer towards an active-like 
state [18,137,138]. For instance, a study of D1R-D3R heterodimers 
showed that coactivation of both receptors leads to a negative interac-
tion at the level of adenylate cyclase, recruitment of β-arrestin-1, and 

selective activation of MAPK signaling mediated by a G 
protein-independent mechanism [133,139,140]. Likewise, it has been 
reported that the D2R-D3R heterodimer can suppress forskolin-induced 
activation of adenylate cyclase at very high levels without the need 
for ligands [35,141,142]. One possible explanation for this is that in the 
ac-in configuration, the ac-protomer adopts the conformation of an 
inactive receptor. The asymmetrical TM4-TM5-TM4-TM5 interface was 
not found for this dimer, which may prevent both protomers from 
reaching active-like conformations, as the ac-protomer does not 
contribute to TM4 at the interface. 

This also supports the idea that in the in-ar configuration, where the 
in-protomer contributes TM3 and TM4 to the interface and the ar- 
conformer contributes TM4 and TM5, the correct conformations can be 
achieved, and both protomers are in an inactive or activated/interme-
diate state due to the absence of a ligand. Additionally, the results for the 
hydrophobic lock showed that the ac-ar configuration had the highest 
active-like values for both protomers, suggesting that one ac-monomer 
alone may not be fully activated in the absence of a G protein. As only 
one protomer in the mixed conformation had a smaller binding site for 
the G protein, it could be assumed that it would be possible to bind only 
one G protein. Nevertheless, because ac-ac and ar-ar dimers have 
similar binding site sizes for both protomers, this hypothesis does not 
seem to hold. In fact, the composition of the dimer interface and the 
presence of an agonist may affect the size of the G protein binding area 
(and β-arrestin), supporting the ’rolling dimer’ interface model pro-
posed by Dijkman et al.[123]. 

4.5. Key residues and pathogenic relevance 

According to a study by Caniceiro et al., mutations in certain residues 
can have pathological consequences in DRs [143]. For example, Arg1.59, 
Thr3.52, Arg4.40, Arg4.41, and Val5.49 have been found in different dimer 
configurations. Guo et al. [18] as well as other authors [110,144] re-
ported that Arg4.40, Arg4.41, and Arg1.59 were key residues, which led to 
changes in the secondary structure of the helix when mutated [145]. In 
addition, Arg4.40 was identified as a key residue in another study 
involving the 5-hydroxytryptamine 1A receptor and orexin receptor 1 
heterodimer, changed its interface from TM4-TM5 in the basal state to 
TM6 in the active conformation [144]. Zhang and coworkers also 
showed that mutations of Arg4.40 can affect G protein binding [144]. The 
ability of arginine residues to better accommodate hydrophobic mis-
matches at TM4 of GPCRs may explain why the Arg4.40 can affect G 
protein binding [146,147]. Residues at positions 3.52 and Arg4.41 have 
been found to be important for the formation of the TM4-TM5 interface 
for serotonin receptors [110]. Arg4.40 and Arg4.41 interacted with the 
corresponding amino acids in the opposite protomer. Arg1.59 has been 
reported to be relevant for G protein binding, particularly in the inter-
action between Gαs and Gαi1 for the β1-adrenoceptor [148]. According to 
Wang et al., residues at position 3.52, Thr3.52 for D2R, would only be 
relevant for G protein binding if they were hydrophobic [149,150]. 
Overall, residues on TM4, such as Arg4.40 and Arg4.41, are important for 
homo- and heterodimers comprising the TM4-TM5 interface and can be 
pathogenic when mutated. In addition, mutations in residues at posi-
tions 1.59 and 3.52 may affect G protein binding. 

Understanding GPCR homo- and heterodimers is of key importance 
for the development of new biased drugs [151] because these dimers can 
display unique allosteric properties and the interface can be targeted 
with agents that either stabilize or disrupt the dimerization process. 

5. Conclusion 

The goal of our study was to develop a workflow for identifying 
GPCR homo- and heterodimer interfaces and to validate them using 
available experimental data. As a proof of concept, we chose the D2R- 
homodimer as it is a well-studied GPCR. We found that the D2R proto-
mer interaction types were very specific to the dimer configuration and 
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the formed interfaces and that they were stable over time, suggesting a 
conserved pattern. Most interactions were formed by loops (especially 
ICL2 and ECL2) rather than TMs because loops have a higher electro-
static character, whereas TMs are mostly composed of nonpolar amino 
acids at favorable positions in the lipid bilayer. Highly conserved resi-
dues in TM4 and TM5 were rarely involved in forming interactions, and 
a large interface area was correlated with the establishment of stabi-
lizing interactions by TM residues. Our models were in good agreement 
with those reported in the literature, including the identification of the 
roles of important residues and TMs. For example, TM4 and TM5 were 
found to be critical for dimer formation, regardless of the conforma-
tional status of the protomers, which is consistent with experimental 
findings. In addition, considering the conformational states of the pro-
tomers together with all geometrically possible interfaces, we are able to 
cover all the possibilities in which GPCR dimers can exist and can ulti-
mately mimic states where crosstalk within dimers takes place. 

Using different conformations of one receptor, we gained insights 
into the dynamic nature of the D2R homodimer by mapping and 
comparing the known macro- and microswitches of class A GPCR acti-
vation. We found that the proposed dimer interfaces are physiologically 
stable, and that different homodimer configurations and interfaces are 
possible, which are highly dynamic and possess fully or partially 
adapting features of activation/inactivation. Key conformational 
changes relevant to dimer function and signaling were also observed. 
We also identified a subset of mostly nonpolar key residues present in all 
dimer configurations located on TM4 and TM5 and observed that loops 
and neighboring TMs significantly contribute to dimer formation. It 
should also be noted that large conformational transitions in GPCRs 
require large-scale MD simulations, as such processes usually occur on a 
µs timescale [152–154]. 

This protocol can be easily applied to identify the interface of any 
type of GPCR homo- or heterodimer and will be a useful tool for un-
derstanding the molecular and structural properties of other dimers. 
Furthermore, it can be extended by adding ligands, G proteins, and 
β-arrestins and will be useful for the development of dimer-targeting 
pharmaceuticals that target different pathological conditions. 
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